This paper considers a nonlinear time-invariant network t^A) (of order n + h + I) which contains, in addition to the usual elements, h stray elements (stray capacitances and lead inductances) and I sluggish elements (chokes and coupling capacitors). We prove that the asymptotic stability of any equilibrium point of oA) is guaranteed once the simplified (i.e.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals, in a circuit theoretic context, with a basic prob lem of System Theory. It is usual that in a study of a given physical system one considers several models depending on the problem considered.
For example, in amplifier design one uses low-frequency, mid-frequency, and high-frequency models in the design for sinusoidal-steady state specifications. For this problem, the relations between the models is pretty straightforward. When other problems are considered (say, tran sient behavior, stability, etc.), it is known that sometimes the simpli fied model gives completely erroneous answers. In this paper we focus our attention on the stability of equilibrium points and we obtain con ditions under which the simplified model will give correct (or totally erroneous) predictions. This paper extends by algebraic methods the results of [1] .
To be specific we consider a lumped network so that we benefit from the established conceptual framework and terminology of circuit theory [2] . Let this network consist of nonlinear time-invariant elements and of no independent sources; therefore, it is usually described by an autonomous system of differential equations. In addition to the usual elements, we introduce in the analysis small elements such as stray ca pacitances and lead inductances: we refer to these elements as stray elements and assume that their values are proportional to a small pos- -1- itive number e. This number e indicates the degree of smallness of the stray elements. To neglect the stray elements in the analysis amounts to setting e = 0. We know intuitively that the stray elements affect mostly the "high frequency" behavior of the network. At the other end of the scale, there are elements like chokes and coupling capacitors that have very large values and affect mostly the "low frequency" be havior of the network. We call them the sluggish elements and assume that their values are proportional to a large positive number u. This number u determines the degree of bigness of the sluggish elements. To neglect these elements amounts to setting u =°°.
Given any pair of values for e and u, we denote the corresponding network bvoM . We call (^Al the simplified network, i.e. the network obtained by neglecting the QOO stray and sluggish elements.
In this paper we investigate the relation between the behavior of ,h[ andu\L about equilibrium points when e « 1 and y » 1. We give a complete description of the behavior of the natural frequencies of the small-signal equivalent circuit S in terms of those of SQoo and of two auxiliary linear networks S" and S, . In particular, for small e and large y, we partition the set of natural frequencies of S into three sets recy lated to the sets of natural frequencies of three simpler networks (S0oo, S", S_). We obtain also the asymptotic behavior of the natural frequencies 
II. ANALYSIS
We assume that the equations of (_AI can be written in the form:
where x(t) e1Rn, y(t) G 1^, z(t) G IR ; e and y are positive numbers, typically e << 1 and u » 1. General conditions under which such equa tions can be written are given in the literature, see for example the review paper [3] . We assume that f-jf-.f-are defined and twice continuously differentiable on an appropriate open set of "R x R x 1R . The components of x(t) are the state variables associated with the simplified network^AI , those of y(t) (z(t), resp.) are associated with the stray \JQO (sluggish, resp.) elements.
T K\ may have one or more equilibrium points, let P = (0,0,0) be one of them. 
Ey
The set of natural frequencies of S is precisely the set of zeros of the polynomial A(X,e,y ) defined by A(X,e,l/y) = det All "XI A1Ĥ
A is a polynomial in X of degree n+h+£ and whose coefficients are poly nomials in e and 1/y. In particular, the leading term is (-1) e X It is well known that as long as the polynomial A has n+h+£ distinct X-roots, then each root is locally a holomorphic function of e and of 1/y [5,6] . In -4-the general case, when for a fixed e and 1/y, say, eQ and l/y0> A has a k-multiple X-root, say X. then, given any r > 0, there exists an e > 0 and ay < » such that le -ert| < e and I I < -imply that r ' 01 r 'y y0' yr A(X,e,l/y) has k zeros counting multiplicities in the disc |x -X_| < r.
[9, p. 13-14; also 6, Theor. 9.17.4 and Probl. n+h+Jl to n+A [7] . Thus, the set of natural frequencies of SQa) is the set of zeros of the polynomial AM(X):
This shows in particular that S0oo is a network of order n.
The physical interpretation of this reduction is the following: as y -*• », the magnitude of the natural frequencies associated with the slug gish elements get smaller and smaller; in the limit, the corresponding modes become constant; hence they do not affect the natural frequencies of S , and, a fortiori, those of Sn . As E -»• 0, the natural frequencies Physically, this means setting to zero all the currents through the stray capacitors and all the voltages across the stray inductors. Thus we are again led to the conclusion that X is a natural frequency of SQoo if and only if AM(X) = 0.
The nonlinear time-invariant network(JVI (described by (1) 
In summary, we state the following:
S-, which can be thought of as the mid frequency approximation to S and which is obtained by neglecting all stray and sluggish elements, SH: £y=AHHy 
It turns out that the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point P of(JvL' can be ascertained by checking the asymptotic stability of Snoo, S and S . Also P may be unstable even though S-. is asymptotically stable! -8-This is made precise in the following two theorems.
Theorem I.
Suppose that the equations of <J\J . can be put in normal form
• Ey valid for a neighborhood of the equilibrium point P, as in (1) 
EXAMPLE
Instabilities due to stray elements (high-frequency singing) and due to sluggish elements (mororboating) are a frequent experience to circuit designers. Examples of this sort are usually complicated and to make them intelligible require lots of detailed explanations. So, to avoid burdening the reader with a complicated example we present a very simple example which illustrates all the features we wish to exhibit.
Let the small-signal equivalent circuit about the equilibrium point P be the third order circuit S shown in Fig. 1(a) . The simplified circuit c.y S , the high-frequency approximate circuit S and the low-frequency approximate circuit S are shown in Fig. 1 Assertion III; for z small and y large, il natural frequencies of S^y are close to X /y, where X is any natural frequency of SL with y set equal to one. More precisely, if X is any natural frequency of SL» which is a zero of mulitplicity k of A^(X), then S has k natural frequencies which are close to X_/y. Note that ReX < 0 by asymptotic stability.
L Li
Let n = yX in the right hand side of (3) and multiply the last row of blocks by y, then from (3) we conclude that X is a natural frequency of S if and only if From (5) and (A2) we note that the set of X fs is equal to the set of zeros of q(n,0,0). Consider any specific X and let k be its multiplicity, 1 e Again q is a holomorphic function of n, -, -. Hence we can assert that for any given r > 0 with r < |ReX |, there exist e > 0 and yL > 0 such For z small and y large, these three sets are disjoint since the first one is bounded and bounded away from zero, the second one recedes to infinity and the third one tends to zero. Therefore all n+h+£ natural The right hand side consists of terms of first and higher order in e and 1/y. interpretation: when SQoo is changed to S , \. changes to Xâ ccording to (A4), and the motion starts affecting the sluggish elements' in the order 0(l/y) as specified by (A5).
II. High frequency modes. Let X be any natural frequency of S with e set equal to one; X" is an eigen value of A™, (see (7) Thus the right hand side -> 0 as e -* 0, uniformly in y for y >. 1. In conclusion, when the normal elements and the sluggish elements are brought into the analysis, the natural frequency shifts from *H/e to (X /e) + r(e,l/y), and the motion affects the normal elements in the H order 0(e) and the sluggish ones in the order 0(e/y).
III. Low frequency modes. Let XL be any natural frequency of SL T with y set equal to one; X, is a zero of AL(x) and call (Xt^t*2^) tne (normalized) solution of the homogeneous equations whose matrix is given by (5) with X = X, . XT is also a zero of q(n>0,0) (see (A2)); so the As a final comment, it should be stressed that the only advantage that accrued from the assumption of having distinct natural frequencies is that the functions v, (J>, ty were holomorphic and that typically they were 0(e) + 0(l/y), i.e. their leading terms are linear in e and 1/y.
In case of multiple natural frequencies these functions have usually algebraic singularities and tend to zero as e -»• 0 and 1/y •* 0. However the rate at which they do so may be much slower, e.g. they may behave as /e . 
